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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

THE PENROD COMPANY INTRODUCES  
XO WOOD GRAIN CELLULAR PVC BOARD 

Product Couples Look and Workability of Wood With Exceptional Durability  
of Popular XO Extreme Line 

 
VIRGINIA BEACH, V.A. (May 27, 2005) – The PENROD Company today 

introduced a new addition to its popular XO line of cellular PVC products: XO Wood 

Grain.  

XO Wood Grain combines the resiliency, durability and workability of XO’s 

synthetic boards with the aesthetic appeal of natural hardwood products, making it a 

popular wood replacement remedy for builders, designers and homeowners. With a thick, 

consistent, tough and paintable surface, XO offers all the advantages of wood without the 

natural disadvantages, such as water damage or insect-related decay.  

Introduced last year with a nationwide advertising campaign touting “XO Takes 

on the Extremes,” XO Cellular PVC Board has enjoyed an enthusiastic reception from 

homeowners and builders who turn to the product for exterior construction needs 

including trimboards, fascia, cornerboards, beadboards, columns and many other 

applications. Commonly referred to as “Rhino board” for the red rhino that appears on 

the product’s literature, contractors and homeowners can now purchase the standard XO 

Smooth product or XO Wood Grain, which is smooth on one side and wood grained on 

the other.  

XO expects the new product’s two different facades to make it all the more 

popular with a growing customer base.  

“This is a one-of-a-kind product that is suited to almost every job and need and 

promises years of maintenance free enjoyment,” said Karsten Nielsen, Vice President of  

Hardware and PVC Products at The PENROD Company. “XO Wood Grain gives  
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customers the best of both worlds. They have the traditional realism of wood grain – or 

the option of the smooth surface, all the while avoiding the chipping, warping or decay 

commonly associated with wood. ” 

 

For more information on XO products, visit www.xoextreme.com.  
 
The PENROD Company is a diversified, worldwide manufacturer and distributor of 

forest, metal and PVC products based in Virginia Beach, Va. One of North America’s 

largest suppliers of hardwood lumber and plywood, PENROD is also a large U.S. hinge 

and hardware provider in the residential and commercial construction markets, as well 

as a leading PVC trimboard supplier. The PENROD Company is one of a number of 

worldwide entities that exist under the umbrella of The Penrod Group. With distribution 

offices on five continents, The Penrod Group includes The PENROD Company and its 

Canadian subsidiaries: St. Raymond Veneers, Inc., Foresbec Inc. and its subsidiaries 

(Foresbec-UK,  Foresbec-Romania, Noblebois-France, and Penrus-Moscow). For more 

information on The PENROD Company or The Penrod Group, visit 

www.thepenrodcompany.com. 
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